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BIM implementation in Bosnia and Herzegovina

A reference for the use of BIM in public works by public contracting authorities published in the European Public Procurement Directive is not yet transposed to Bosnia and Herzegovina legislation.

The traditional design-bid-build approach is still prevailing, while the road design project contractors have fragmented knowledge and incomplete picture referring to potential benefits of BIM implementation.

Public institutions still haven’t take over the role of one of the main actors pushing forward the BIM implementation in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The most of Bosnia and Herzegovina road designers are implementing BIM - Level 1, while the market leaders have already started activities toward the Level 2 implementation.
It is vital that contractors from Bosnia and Herzegovina establish leadership in the BIM process if they are to gain the advantages / better position themselves to benefit from industrywide BIM adoption.

On the other hand the private owned companies from Bosnia and Herzegovina have recognized importance of BIM implementation for their future and some of them already provide their BIM based services on the European Union market.

Ministry of Communications and transport of Bosnia and Herzegovina and IPSA INSTITUTE are ready to cooperate in all future activities related with the BIM implementation in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Thanks for your attention!
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